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ELAS in 2018: strength and commitment

2018 was a year of a lot of work for the ELAS Fund. In August we celebrated 18 years and once again we reaffirm our commitment to the cause of women and our mission to promote and strengthen women’s leadership by mobilizing and investing resources in their initiatives.

We have supported 71 projects. These are initiatives of women who fight for the end violence, for the insertion of women in STEM, for care among activists, for diversity and for LGBT citizenship. Women from all regions of Brazil who fight for the rights of all of us with creative strategies in the most diverse territories.

We present here our results, the exchanges that marked our 2018 and the prizes and honors we received for our work for a better world, where women and men have the same opportunities.

We dedicate our achievements of this year to Marielle Franco. We continue to work so that her struggle and resistance will remain and flourish.
71
Projects supported in 2018, distributed in 6 programs

9 projects
Building Movements
Contemporary Feminisms

10 projects
Girls in STEM

10 projects
LBT: Autonomy, Leadership and Rights

20 projects
Speak Out Without Fear Fund

3 projects
Sexual Autonomy

19 projects
Safety and Care among Activists
Where are the supported groups from?

Projects led by

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Indigenous</td>
<td>Nonblack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>women</td>
<td>women</td>
<td>women</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Black women: 41 projects
- Indigenous women: 4 projects
- Nonblack women: 26 projects
Projects' reach: where are their actions carried out?

Projects carried out activities outside the country, in partnership with international organizations and groups.
Partnerships for investment in women

Fundraising

20%
Ford Foundation
13%
Anonymous Partner
12%
OAK Foundation
11%
Avon Institute
10%
British Council
8%
Sigrid Rausing Trust
6%
Unibanco Institute
4%
Individual Donors
4%
Mama Cash

4%
Global Fund for Women
3%
Global Health Strategies
2%
Investments Revenue
2%
Prospera International
1%
Network of Women's Funds
1%
Women's Foundation of Minnesota
-1%
Climate and Society Institute
Ibirapitanga Institute
Arredondar Institute
Fondo Centro Americano de Mujeres

US$1.562.507

-1%
Social investment in women's protagonism and rights

- **65%** Investment in women’s groups
- **28%** Staff
- **6%** Operating expenses
- **1%** Resource mobilization

**US$1.395.701**

**Check our annual audit and balance on our website.**
Some supported projects


3. Ambrosina Studio. LBT Program.


5. Pampa's Scientists. Girls in STEM.

6. "Gurias" in STEM. Girls in STEM.
ELAS has promoted several Dialogues and meetings that were spaces of exchanges and partnerships for the more than 335 leaders that were with us on these events:

- V Dialogue on Safety and Care among Activists
- VIII Dialogue on Sexual Autonomy
- III Dialogue Girls in STEM
- Regional Meeting of Women's Funds of Latin America
- Meeting of the Alliance of Latin American Women Funds, Territory and Socio-Environmental Justice
- II Dialogue Women in Movement: Alliances and Collective Actions
Mobilizing resources and promoting the visibility of women's struggle

1. KK Verdade at the Gender & Cities Panel.
3. Savana Brito at the Meeting of Community of Practice in Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning.
Once again we have travelled Brazil and the world to mobilize resources and partners to strengthen the women's leadership and rights.

**USA**
EDGE International Conference-Engaged Donors for Global Equity.

**Malaysia**
Meeting of Community of Practice in Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning, promoted by the Prospera (International Network of Women's Funds).

**Mexico**
Human Rights Funders Network (HRFN) Conference.

**Switzerland**
Gender & Cities panel, by Women@TheTable.

**Brazil**
I Workshop Elas nas Exatas, by Unibanco Institute.

X GIFE Congress.

Meeting of the Philanthropy Network for Social Justice.


“Women, Economy and Purpose”, by PepsiCo.

“Gender Diversity for the Perspective of Violence against Women”, by Firjan.

Week of Engineering of the University Center Geraldo di Biase (UGB).

I He for She Brazilian Congress, at the Federal University of Paraíba.

Education 360 STEAM event at Museu do Amanhã, by O Globo and Extra.

We ended the year with the honor of supporting and participating in the National Meeting of Black Women-30 Years, a historic event to celebrate and evaluate the 30th anniversary of the first national meeting of black women. We have organized a number of partnerships with the British Council, Climate and Society Institute (iCS), Ibirapitanga Institute, Mama Cash, OAK Foundation, Women’s Foundation of Minnesota and individual donors, that supported the national Meeting with ELAS Fund.

We also mobilized the Brazil Human Rights Fund, the Baobá Fund, the CASA Socio-Environmental Fund and the PositHiVo Fund, our partners in the Philanthropy Network for Social Justice. We also launched, in partnership with UN Women, a crowdfunding campaign to further strengthen the black women’s movement in Brazil.
Prizes and honors

• We have received the “Destaque Laranja”, which UN Brazil and UN Women offer for concrete actions to confront, prevent and eliminate all forms of violence against women and girls.

• Our general coordinator Amalia Fischer was a finalist for the Viva Prize, an initiative of the Marie Claire Magazine and the Avon Institute to honor people who are changing the history of violence against women in the country.

• We were elected one of the 100 best NGOs in Brazil, a prize awarded by Mundo Que Queremos, Doar Institute and Philanthropy Network, who believe that the NGOs that develop good and transparent works need to be identified, recognized and used as inspiration for the other entities.
Since 2000 promoting the protagonism and the rights of women in Brazil.
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